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I. - INTRODUCTION :

Recently great progress has been made in the formulation of a quantum theory of
2-d gravity. Although classically Einstein theory of gravity is trivial in 1 +1 dimension,
since approximately 15 years it has been recognized that quantum effects make the
theory non trivial, but very simple compared to the case of (3 + 1) dimensions. Since
the seminal work of Polyakov, it is understood that string theories are deeply connected
to 2-d quantum gravity, and reciprocally, the technics developped in conformai field
theory and in the study of the Liouville theory have be used to derive results for 2-d
gravity.

Quite simultaneously a discretized formulation of 2-d gravity, using random lat-
tices, has been developped. It happens that these discrete models are mathematically
equivalent to models of random matrices. This equivalence proved to be very fruitful,
allowing to show the existence, for a 1 + 1 dimensional "universe" with fixed topology,
of a continuum limit sharing the properties prediced from C.F.T.

Last fall a breakthrough occured when it was realized that the same matrix model
technics can be used to construct a "double" scaling limit, where all the topologies of
the "universe" are treated on the same footing. In this limit, the correlation functions
where shown to obey remarkable "string equations" related to the KdV hierarchy.

Those progresses raised the possibility to construct a fully non-perturbative solution
of 2-d quantum gravity, and have been the starting point of a flurry of interest for those
models. Quite simultaneously solutions of topological 2-d gravity were proposed, which
appeared to be closely related to the matrix models solutions, thus confirming Witten's
idea that 2-d gravity is in fact a topological theory.

In these lectures, I shall focus on the matrix formulation of 2-d gravity. The
topological approach is developed in the lectures by E. and H. Verlinde. In the first one

(section 2), I shall discuss the main results of the continuum formulation of 2-d gravity,
starting from the first reiiormalization group calculations (in the seventies) which led to
the concept of the conformai anomaly, going through the Polyakov bosonic string and
the Liouville action, up to the recent results on the scaling properties of conformai field
theories coupled to 2-d gravity.

In the second lecture (section 3), I shall discuss the discrete formulation of 2-d
gravity in term of random lattices, and the mapping onto random matrix models. The
occurence of critical points in the planar limit (the genus zero approximation of 2-d
gravity) and the scaling limit at those critical points will be described, as well as the
identification of these scaling limits with continuum 2-d gravity coupled to some matter
field theory.

In the third lecture (section 4), the "double" scaling limit in the one matrix model,
and its connection with continuum non perturbative 2-d gravity, will be presented. The
connection with the KdV hierarchy and the general form of the string equation will be



discuted.

In the fourth lecture (section 5), I shall discuss the non-perturbative effects present

in the non-perturbative solutions, in the case of pure gravity. The Schwinger-Dyson
equations for pure gravity in the double scaling limit are described and their compati-
bility with the solutions of the string equation for pure gravity is shown to be somewhat
problematic.
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II. - 2-D QUANTUM GRAVITY IN THE CONTINUUM
It is well known that a metric theory of gravity does not really make sense in 1 + 1

space time dimensions. Indeed, the Einstein equation :

G^ = R^ - -R g^ = 0 (2.1)

are automatically satisfied in two dimensions. This is of course related to the fact that
the Einstein-Hilbert Lagrangian is (for a closed space time M with no boundary) a
topological invariant, the Euler characteristic x

(2'2)

GO is the Newton's constant and g the genus of the space- time M (<7=nurnber of
handles). A modification of the equations of motion (possible only in two dimensions),
namely

R = A (2.3)

where A is some "cosmological constant", [Teit 83, Jack' 84] has for solution space-time

with constant curvature and there are obviously no propagating degrees of freedom.
However, when one tries to take into account quantum fluctuations of the metric, a
quantum theory of 2-d gravity (which should better be denoted quantum-geometro-
dynamics) appears to be non trivial.

The first indication was provided by studying the perturbative renonnalizability of
gravitation in D = 2 + e dimension (by using technics of dimensional regularization and
dimensional renonnalization) [Wein 79, Cast 78, Chri 78]. Starting from the Einstein
Lagrangian with a cosmological constant A (which is non trivial for D jf= 2), eventually
coupled to some matter fields,

+ Matter (2.4)= j dDxJ\g\ (A -

although the theory is trivial at D = 2, gravitons amplitudes suffer from ultra-violet
divergences at one loop (related to the fact that the engineering dimension of the New-
ton's constant is GO ̂  (mass)2~D) , which appear as poles in e = D — 2. These poles

may be cancelled by a renonnalization of GO of the form :

where the substraction mass scale // has in fact to be identified with A1' [Kawa 90].

The /? function reads therefore at one loop

dGKP(GR) = ft
Go

(2.6)



with the explicit result [Wein 79]

(2.7)

where n# and np are the number of free bosons and of free fermions in the matter sector.
The contribution of the matter fields is nothing but the conformai anomaly. Indeed, it

means that under a global rescaling (fj. — > A/* or A — » A2 A) the matter contribution to
the effective action changes by an amount -jjjp / \fgR where c = ng + np/2 is nothing
but the central charge of the matter sector. For not too large positive c, 2-d gravity
appears asymptotically free (at least at one loop). This led S. Weinberg to the idea of
"asymptotic safety" for D > 2 [Wein 79].

In 1981, in order to quantize the string model of [Brin 76], A. Polyakov looked at
the functional integral

î>[matter] e~sW (2.8)/

in the conformai gauge [Poly 81]. S is the action (2.4). / Z>[<?] represents the integral
over all 2-d metrics (for the moment we discuss only fixed topology) and / X>[matter]

the contribution of matter fields. The action S[g] and the measure V\g] are invariant
under diffeomorphisms.

SffiiW = Di€j(a) + Djei(a) (2.9)

The conformai gauge consists in fixing

where g- (a) is a reference metric (which depend for genus g > 0 of a finite number of
moduli parameters), often taken to be a constant curvature metric, and <f> the conformai

degree of freedom of the metric. Although for A = 0 and classically conformally invariant

matter the action S is invariant under local conformai transformations

#a)_#a) + ty(*) (2.11)

because of the conformai anomaly this invariance is spoiled at the quantum level.
Polyakov proposed to fix $ (and the moduli) and to integrate over the remaining fields,

namely the matter sector and the ghost sector generated by the gauge fixing (2.10). The
resulting effective action T[g] may be determined from the conformai anomaly. Indeed,
under local conformai transformations (2.11), F changes as

+ <A -
where R is the scalar curvature associated to g, A the cosmological constant, M some

(reparanietrization invariant) UV regulator, and

26 (2.13)



the central charge of the matter + ghosts sector. This equation can be integrated out
to give

dV v ) / Z ( a ) - R(<r') + \R f d

(2.14)

where \R = A — M2, ( -^ } is the propagator in the metric g, (the zero mode of the
V / aa'

Laplacian A has been projected out), and ... represents the moduli dependent part of
r.

(2.14) is the Liouville action. If we choose for g\: the Euclidean metric, it takes
the familiar form :

= -48* A (2.15)

The Liouville theory is already very interesting at the classical level. The equations
of motion are

-0V = /* V (2.16)

or in the general gauge

R = -fj,2 = 487T^ (2.17)
c

Thus classical extrema of P(g) are constant curvature metrics, and \R may be inter-
preted as a renormalised cosmological constant similar to the one which appears in (2.3).

The Liouville action is invariant under conformai transformation

4>(z,z) —> <j>(f(z),g(z)) + ln[f'(z)] + ]n[g'(z)} (2.18)

(in complex coordinates), which correspond to diffeomorphisms which preserve (2.10).
This allows to solve exactly (2.16).

The semiclassical regime corresponds to c —» —oo. One expects that the quantum
theory makes sense for \R > 0 (since A —> —oo will favour manifolds with small
volume f ^/g, while for A —* —oo the volume should diverge). However one sees that

for \R > 0 the semi-classical ground state is anti de Sitter (R < 0). It is in the opposite
regime, c —* +00, that the ground state for positive cosmological constant (A# > 0)
is de Sitter {R > 0), but then the kinetic term for the conformai factor (f> is negative

and the action is unbounded from below. This conformai instability makes the Liouville
theory for c —> +00 very similar to the Einstein theory of gravity in 3 -f- 1 dimensions
(Pole 89].

A full quantum treatment of the Liouville theory requires the quantization of the

Liouville field ^, together with the matter and the ghost sector. This is a considerable
task for \R > 0, since the Liouville theory is an interacting (altough integrable) theory,



which has been pursued mainly by Gervais, Neveu and their collaborators [Gerv 82-83-
84] (see also [Curt 82]). We shall not describe their results here, but simply point some

consequences of their results, which are relevant for what follows, and which can be in
fact derived in a simpler way by looking at the theory at the "critical" point \R — 0,
where the interaction term vanishes.

Since the conformai degree of freedom contributes also to the conformai anomaly,
the coupling constants XR and — ̂  will be renormalized. In particular, it has been
shown that the "weak coupling" phase of the theory exists only for cmaUer < 1- This
seems to represent a fundamental barrier, related to the appearance of tachyonic states.
Although some tachyon free models have been constructed recently for some specific
value of Cmatte,. > 1, [Gerv 85, Gerv 90] their relationship with the original functional

integral (2.8) is unclear to us.

In [Poly 87] Polyakov proposed to study 2-d gravity in the light-cone gauge, where
the element of length is (in light cone coordinates x^).

ds2 = dx+dx~ + h++(x+, x~)dx+dx+ (2.19)

Although the effective action for the resulting degree of freedom h++ is non local, the
equations of motion ( R — 0) are simply in this gauge

3Hh++ = 0 (2.20)

and Polyakov showed that the classical solution

\x+)(x-y (2.21)

generates a SL(2, El) current algebra. The quantization of the corresponding theory,
worked out by Knizhnik, Polyalcov and Zamolodchikov [Kniz 88], give a 5L(2, H)jt
Kac-Moody algebra with central charge

"U-
Ch++ = fcT2 ~ 6k (2'22)

which must be related to the central charges of the matter sector (cm ) and of the ghost

sector (cghost=-28) by the consistency condition.

ch++ + cm - 28 = 0 (2.23)

Finally it was shown that if some primary spinless field of the matter sector has
conformai weigh A*°\ its physical scaling dimension A, once coupled to gravity, is
related to its SL(2, 01) weight A by A = -A, and is solution of the equation

> (2.24)



Those celebrated KPZ formulas are valid for unitary theories with c < I.

Those importants results can be derived equivalently in the conformai gauge [Davi
88b, Dist 89]. From the semi-classical analysis of [Poly 81], starting from the functional
integral (2.8), we expect that for some critical value of A (corresponding to A# = 0),
and some specific matter couplings (corresponding to conformally invariant matter when
coupled to gravity), both the matter and the gravitationnal degrees of freedom (here
the conformai field 4>) becomes massless and are relevant at large distance. Then a
general strategy for deriving an effective action for these relevant degrees of freedom is
as follows.
(a) Start from the functional integral over the metric g with some "proper cut off" a (this
means that the metric is assumed not to fluctuate at distances (ds)2 = g^dx^dx2 < a2

(b) Choose a fiducial metric <jfy(o-) and use the gauge fixing (2.10).
(c) Try to write an effective action for the massless relevant degrees of freedom (grav-
itational + matter + ghosts) at scale lengths / ^> a, which must satisfy the following
constraints:
(i) It must be local, keep only the most relevant possible terms, and reflects the original
symmetries of the problem.

(ii) The dynamics obtained from this effective theory must be independent of the fiducial
metric «7°,- (although this metric may be used to write the effective action), since g°j is
only a gauge fixing parameter and since the original action is gauge independent.

Then a possible effective action is [Davi 87]:

? A
e f f = / d2 (Tv/oô -jy^D^ + fl°J + I '

48. J V9 [2 9\ ] (225)

matter; g°]
I

where <j> is a scalar composite field representing the conformai degree of freedom. Seff is
invariant (up to boundary terms) under a shift ^ —» ^+cst since at the critical point the
conformai degree of freedom must be massless (however a priori ^ must not be confused
with the conformai factor in (2.10). fclj and Cj are the ghosts, C is the Lagrangian for
conformai matter. The covariant derivatives D,- and the scalar curvature R° are relative
to the fiducial background metric g^. A is an arbitrary coupling constant.

We have written for simplicity the effective action (2.26) in a reparametrization
invariant way. However (ii) implies that the dynamics of the effective theory, including
quantum effects, must not change under changes of gfj corresponding to diffeomor-
phisms.

*y —* $ + DW + D& (2.26)

This implies that the regulator a must be treated in a reparametrization invariant way,
and that when computing amplitudes with the action (2.25) the distances / must be



expressed in terms of the metric g°(ds2 = dalda*g^} instead of the original metric g.

Thus the anomaly consistency condition implies that a must be treated as a "fiducial

cut-off" instead of a "proper cut-off" (this is in fact also implicit in the approach of

[Gerv 82, Poly 87]).

(ii) implies also invariance of the dynamics under conformai changes of the background

metric
0 0 i 0 /o 0*7 \9ij —* 9ij i 69ij (2.2i)

This implies that the total central charge of the effective theory (2.25), c, is zero, since

we must have

~~ }R°(<r) = 0 (2.28)

The contribution of the ghosts + matter sectors to c is (—26 + cm). The contribution

of the <j> sector (treating a as a fiducial cut-off, i.e <j> as a free field) is (A + 1), where

A is the classical part (the <f> action is not conformally invariant because of the RQ<J>

term) and 1 the quantum contribution. Thus the anomaly consistency condition, c =

A + 1 — 26 4- cm = 0, fixes the coupling constant to

A = 25 - cm (2.29)

The difference between (2.29) and (2.23) was first discussed in [Gerv 82, Curt 82] and
comes from the quantum fluctuations of the Liouville degree of freedom. It can equiv-

alently be attributed to the Jacobian in the measure of <£ when treating a as a fiducial

instead of a proper cut-off [Mavr 89, D'Hok 90].

In order to move away from the critical point, or to compute correlation functions,

we must add to Se/f source terms, which are written as scaling fields, ft,-, tunes operators

4>i integrated over the whole manifold. Thus we consider the action

(2.30)

If one deals only with primary spinless operators <jn of the matter sector with

conformai weight A^ a general ansatz for AS,- is

}eAi^ (2.31)

The term eA'^ represents the "dressing" of </>,- by gravitation, and is needed since for

hi ^ 0 the effective action 5 must also satisfy the anomaly consistency conditions. This

implies that the local operator <f>i(ff)eAi^"^ has conformai weight 1. Its weight is found

to be A) -f .4,- — ̂ Af and the reasonable requirement that in the semi-classical limit

A —> co (cm —> —oo) Ai must go to its classical value 1 — A, fixes uniquely the

dressing parameter to be

^ = ̂  A - J A A-24 1-A^ > (2-32)



This allows to determine the scaling dimensions of the dressed operators. Indeed,
the lowest weight operator <^o, (which for unitary matter is the unity operator 1, with
AQ = 0), is coupled to the renormalized cosmological constant,

Aft = h0 (2.33)

which, by definition, has scaling dimension (in term of mass2)

Ao = 1 (2.34)

From the transformation of the action (2.25) under a global rescaling

4>—+<t>- inS (2.35)
AO

the generating functional for connected correlation function ,'

T[h] = -log I D[<f>] JD[matter] £>[ghosts] exp - S (2.36)

satisfies
T [hi] = T [hiS-%] - Xï^lnS (2.37)

This implies that the physical scaling dimension of the dressed operator <fo is

A,- = 1 - 41- (2-38)
AO

since, for instance, from (2.37) it is easy to see that at the critical point, the vacuum
expectation value of <fo, integrated over the whole manifold, scales with the v.e.v of the

area as

' (2-39)

(2.38) agrees with the results of [Kniz 88] if AO = 1 (unitary matter). Another important
consequence of (2.37) comes from the topology dependent part of F [Davi 88a]. Indeed,
it shows that the partition function Z = e~r for a manifold with genus g diverges when
the renormalized cosmological constant XR — ho goes to zero as

(2.40)

with
(2-41)

for unitary matter. Cff is some constant. The exponent of the second derivative, A", of
ZQ (spherical topology) is usually called the string susceptibility exponent 7.

o~A' \ 7 = 2-0 (2.42)



As shown in [Kaw 90], (2,40) amounts to an exact calculation of the /? function for
2-d quantum gravity. Indeed, if in the functional integral we sura over all topologies,
(2.40) shows that the partition function scales when XR — > 0 as

! 9 [C ? +0(A 2
R ) ] (2.43)

where \R ~ A — Acrjt.. Defining the renormalized Newton's constant GR by

(2.44)
tJL

in the scaling limit
XR — > 0, GR fixed (2.45)

<i

the singular part of Z becomes a function of the unique scaling parameter XR

(2.46)

and the exact j3 function is :

(2.47)

In the semi-classical limit (cm — > — oo), (2.47) agrees with the 1 loop calculation (2.6).
It is clear in (2.41) that for unitary matter and cm > 1 the exponents become

complex. This is related to other fundamental problems. The derivation of (2.41)
assumes that the integration over moduli does not induce additional divergences when
computing g > 1 amplitudes. Explicit calculations for the torus (g = 1) show that this
assumption also breaks down for cm > 1 [Gupt 90]. The boundary of moduli space

for the torus (which correspond to r — >• oo, r being the modular parameter) gives a
tachyonic divergence. The nature of this c — I barrier is still not fully understood. It
has been argued [Gate 88, Krzy 90] that for c > 1, infinite curvature defects (spikes)

condensate (a phenomenon somewhat similar to the Kosterlitz-Thouless transition) and
that the functional integral over metrics is dominated by branched-polymer-like singular
manifolds, instead of smooth two dimensional ones. If this is the case, conformai field
theory should not be applicable to the c > 1 phase.



III. - DISCRETIZED 2-D GRAVITY AND RANDOM MATRIX MODELS

The discretized formulation of 2-d gravity in terms of random lattices [Ambj 85,
Davi 85, Kaz 85a-85b] relies on the following ideas :
- a Riemannian metric defines distances between points on a manifold.
- a coordinate system is a labelling of the points and a diffeomorphism is a change of
labelling.
- to introduce a cut-off a, we assume that we consider as indistinguishable two points
which are at a distance smaller that the cut-off.

Using these ideas, let us consider as a discrete 2-d Riemannian manifold a triangular
decomposition of the manifold, namely a set of «2 triangles glued together two by two
to form a 2-d closed surface. (For a precise definition, see e.g. [Davi 85aj). Then if n\
is the number of edges and no the number of vertices of the triangulation T, the Euler
characteristic of T is given by the well known formula

X = n-i — HI + no (3.1)

Assuming for instance that each triangle limits a flat equilateral triangle with unit
edge length a, we associate to each triangulation T a piecewise flat Riemannian man-
ifold with area proportional to a2ri2, with Euler characteristics x and with curvature
concentrated on the vertices and proportional to the deficit angle f (6 — c) where c is the
coordination number of the vertex. Then the basic idea is to discretize the functional
integral (2.8) over all 2-d closed Riemannian manifolds M by replacing it by the discrete
(although infinite) sum over all manifolds MT associated to triangulations T and to
the cut-off a.

= /
J

Z(a) = - - e - ^ i s i (3 2)

M T

Here C(T) is the order of the (finite) symmetry group of the graph T. The factor
1/C(T) has to be introduced in order to take care of the double counting of triangula-
tions with symmetries (this is the discrete remnant of the Faddeev Popov determinant
which counts the volume of the orbits of the diffeomorphism group) [Davi 85a].

Of course when discretizing (2.8) we have assumed that the set Ma = {Mr} is
somehow "equally distributed" in the space of all metrics M.. The only way to test this
hypothesis is to look for a continuum limit where a — > 0 and to check whether it gives
results consistent with the continuum formulation.

The basic trick to solve the random triangulation model is to use the fact that the
dual graph T of a triangulation T is a Feynmann diagram of a <^3 field theory. Then, let
us consider the following U(N) invariant one matrix model [Brez 78], whose partition
function is

Z = f d* exp - NTr (^ - g^ (3.3)



where <f> is a Hermitian N x N matrix (^ = <j>^) and d<}> is the flat measure

(3-4)

For g = 0 the propagator is

>=JÏ (3.5)

J

L
k

FIGURE 1

while the interaction vertex is depicted by

(3.6)

fl
rn

Jk /
FIGURE 2

Thus the perturbative expansion of the vacuum energy EQ — —InZ can be written
as a sum over orientable connected graphs T, dual to orientable triangulations T. Taking
care of the sum over indices and of the symmetry factor, one finds

E0 = (3.7)

where «0,1,2 are respectively the number of vertices, propagators and cells of T and
C(T) is the symmetry factor of T. Since by duality



n 0 ( f ) = n2(T), n!(T) = m(T), n2(f ) = n0(T), C(f) = C(T), the vacuum energy
Eo(g,N) of the matrix model can be identified with the partition function (3.2) of
discretized 2-d gravity, restricted to orientable surfaces, with the identification.

g = e-*a* (3.8)

Thus, the topological expansion is nothing but the I/TV expansion of the matrix
model ['t Ho 74].

The extension to non orientable surface can be made by considering models with
symmetric matrices or symplectic ones [Brez 78].

The matrix model allows also to compute partition functions for open manifolds
with boundary consisting in K loops of length LI,... LK- The corresponding partition
function is simply given by the expectation values of traces of powers of tf>

ZK (L....LK] =< Tr ...Tr > (3.9)

where the integers P,- are given by P,- = Li /a, and where the factor -p- is a symmetry
factor taking into account reparametrization invariance along the loops.

The matrix model allows in principle, for integer N, an exact calculation of the
partition functions. However we immediatly run into a problem. A real cosmological
constant A corresponds to a real (and positive) </, for which the potential V(4>) =

i"2 j-3

^ — </^- of the matrix model is unbounded from below. The vacuum energy EQ , although
defined as a power series in g, does not exist ! Indeed the term of order gK in the
expansion of EQ grows like K ! for large K and the series is not Borel summable. However,
as we shall see below, if one formally inverts the perturbative expansion (in powers

of g) and the topological expansion (in 1/N2), to any fixed order in the topological
expansion the vaccuum energy EQ is a well defined power series in g with a finite radius
of convergence. This was first shown in the genus zero sector (planar limit) which is
obtained by keeping the leading terms in N2 as N — > oo.

The large N limit of the matrix model 02 .j. be solved by various methods : combi-
natorics [Tutt 62, Kopl 77], functional [Brez 78], Schwinger- Dyson equations [Wadi 81,
Midg 83], or orthogonal polynomials [Bess 79-80]. We shall discuss here the functional
method of [Brez 78). The first step (common to the orthogonal polynominals method)
is to use the U(N) invariance to diagonalize <f>.

1 (3.10)

and to integrate out the U( N) degrees of freedom. This gives

= f
•*

/v
(3-11)



• «

*
where A(A) is the Van der Monde determinant

Thus the problem is reduced to the statistics of N charges on a line in an external
one body potential NV(X) and subjected to a 2-body logarithmic repulsive potential.
The Hamiltonian of the system is

N

H[\] = ]T NV(Xi) - £ In |A,- - A;| (3.13)

In the large N limit, one assumes that the position of the ith charge, AÎ, becomes
a monotonie function of a continuous parameter, a;,

q

A, — > A(x), x = j= 0 < x < 1 (3.14)

Then one looks for a mean field solution. Introducing the density of eigenvalues.

u(A) = ̂  (3.15)

extremization of the action (3.13) gives the equation

V'(\) = 2 / dfi^- if u(/z) ? 0 (3.16)
J A — fl

which with the constraints

«(A)>0, /dAu(A) = l (3.17)

allows to find u(X). For instance, starting from the even potential

which amounts to replace triangles by squares in the discretized model, ones finds that
the \'s are concentrated in an interval [—a, +a], and explicitly

= 0 |A| > a (3.19)

where a is given by

+ =1 with V(\) = \V'(\) (3.20)



In our case W(a) = l/g (a2 — 3a4) and the solution of (3.20) is analytic around g =
0, but has a singularity at gc = ^. Indeed for g < gc, u(\) is positive on [— a, -f-a]
and vanishes as (a — A)3/2. If one analytically continues the solution to g > <jc, the
density u(A) becomes negative near the end points of the interval. This singularity has
a simple physical interpretation. The eigenvalues fill the well of the potential (3.18).
For N — > oo, they do not fluctuate and cannot tunnel through the barrier to flow to
infinity. However as g increases, the height of the barrier becomes smaller and e,t gc the
charges start to spill over the barrier.

Remarkably, this singularity can be interpreted as a critical point for gravity. In-
deed, as g — > <7C, the vacuum energy has a singularity of the form.

N-2 • E0(g) ~ Ean(g) - (gc - gf2 ( 1 + 0 (gc - g)} (3.21)

where Ean(g) is analytic around gc. From the mapping (3.8), defining a renormalized
cosmological constant as

XR = A- Ac, gc = e~^a (3.22)

the genus zero partition function is found to become singular as \R — > 0 as

Z0 (\R) = N~2E0(g) ~ A^/2 (3.23)

the exponent 5/2 coincides with the one predicted from the continuum theory for pure
gravity (cm = 0)

y3(c = 0) = 5/2 (3.24)

and was in fact obtained before any predictions from the continuum formulation were
available. Other results confirm the idea that this particular point describes 2-d gravity.
For instance the mean area of a surface bounded by a loop of length L

A(L) = Z[L] (3.25)

grows as L2 at \R = 0, as one would expect from 2-d gravity. Partial results for higher
genus confirm (3.24). Finally these results appear to be universal. They do not depend
on the specific form of the potential V, in particular they hold for the cubic potential
(3.3).

Extension of the one matrix models have been proposed, which describe discretized
gravity coupled to some 2-d statistical models. For instance multimatrix models, whose
general partition function is

F Q

Z= [Jd^exp-^Tr
^ o=l a

(3.26)



describe in general a Q-states spin system with nearest-neighbour interaction on a ran-
dom lattice. The explicit solution of the Q = 2 model [Kaza 86, Boul 87], which
corresponds to the Ising model, showed a new critical point whose critical exponents
agree with those of the critical Ising field theory (cm = 1/2) coupled to gravity. Results
for matrix models corresponding to the A DE spin models [Kost 89], and for two matrix
models which corresponds to O(n) models [Dupl 88-90] (ie gas of loops and polymers
on random lattices) have also been obtained. In every cases, the critical exponents
obtained from the matrix models are in agreement with the predictions of [Kniz 88].

Finally an important class of multicritical points have been discovered by Kazakov
in the one matrix model [Kaza 89]. For general even potentials V(<£), the function W(a)
given by (3.20) might behave as :

W(a) = 1 - (a - Gc)
m m > 2 (3.27)

4

This corresponds to a critical point with ft = 2 + 1/m. The case m = 3, which corre-
sponds to a potential of the form

V(<j>] = A4? - B<f + C<f (3.28)

has been shown by Staudacher to be equivalent to a system of dimers on a random
lattice [Stau 90]. The critical point corresponds then to a non unitary matter theory
(the Lee- Yang system with c = — ™) coupled to gravity. The exponents are also in
agreement with the (modified) KPZ formulaes (2.38).

All the solvable models known insofar correspond to models with effective central
charge —2 < c < 1(— 1 < 7 < 0). No model with c > 1 have been solved (up to now).
The simplest example is the discretized Bosonic string in d dimensions [Ambj 85, Kaza
Sob, Davi 85b], whose partition function is

- ddxddyTr[<t>(x)K(x - y)^(y)] + - adxTr [<j>\x)}\ (3.29)

Now <f>(x) is a NxN unitary matrix field defined over d dimensional space, and K(x — j/)
some kernel (the simplest choice is the Gaussian one K(x — y) ~ exp — (x — y)2). The
perturbative expansion of (3.29) gives the same orientable surfaces, but weighted with
an additional factor det' [Cr]~ ' , where CT is the connection matrix of the triangula-
tion T (the discrete Laplacian operator) and det' means the product over the non-zero
eigenvalues.

With the exception of the case d = —2, where the model can be mapped by dimen-
sional reduction onto a supersymmetric one matrix model [Kaza 85b, David 85c] and
the case d = 1, where the model is equivalent to the quantum mechanics of a system
of non interacting fermions [Bréz 78], this model has only been studied by numerical
simulations and strong coupling expansions, in the planar approximation (genus zero
surfaces).



Series expansion can be generated by using recursively the Schwinger Dyson equa-
tions for the matrix model, which takes a simple form at N = oo [Davi 85b], Monte-
Carlo simulation of random triangulation can be performed in the "canonical" ensemble
(number of triangles fixed) where the basic step in configuration space is provided by
the"flip"[Kaza 85b]

FIGURE 3

or in the "grand canonical ensemble", where steps which change the number of triangles
(some are depicted below) have to be included.

•

/

FIGURE 4

These two approaches give, for d > 0, somewhat consistent results [Kryz 88]. For
large d there are good evidences that there are at least two phases. A branched polymer
phase and a "collapsed" phase dominated by singular configurations with points with
very high negative curvature. The transition between the two phases is driven by terms
like / -^/gR2, (which are expected to be irrelevant in the continuum). For not too large
values of d (typically 1 < d < 10), it seems that finite size effects are important, even
with triangulations of area ~ 103 — 104 triangles. For instance the critical exponent 7
and v = 1/dn differ from the branched polymer prediction (7 = 1/2, v = 1/4), but they
differ already for d = 1 from the continuum results (7 = 0, v = 0).



IV. - THE "DOUBLE" SCALING LIMIT AND THE STRING EQUA-
TIONS :

From the continuum formulation of 2-d gravity, it is expected that in the "double"
scaling limit

G~R
l = Go1 + 20 In (— ̂ } fixed, G0 — » oo (4.1)

the partition function for gravity depends only on the renormalized Newton's constant
GR. From the identification with the matrix model (3.8) for pure gravity this corresponds
to take the limit

N— -+00, g— >gc, N2(gc - gf = est (4.2)

A natural question is : does this limit exist in the matrix model and what are its
properties ? As shown in [Bréz 90, Doug 90a, Gross 90], in order to take this scaling
limit one can use the method of orthogonal polynomials. Let us first describe 'this
method for the one matrix model [Bess 80, Mehta 81, Chad 81].

After integration over the U(N) variables, the partition function writes

Z = f n<!A,-[A(A)]2e-T(E,- VM] (4.3)
J t=i

Let us consider the family of "monic" polynomials

Pn(A) = A" + ... n > 0 (4.4)

orthogonal with respects to the measure

<f/x(A) = d\e~*VW (4.5)

namely such that

d/i(/i)PB(A)Pm(A) = 6nm • Sm (4.6)

Using the relation

A(A) = det* [Af1] = del* (P^ (A,-)] (4.7)

expanding the determinant and using (4.6) in (4.3) one gets

N-l

Z = NI H Si (4.S)
i=0

In order to compute the 5n, one uses the recursion relations, which are obtained
by considering how multiplication and derivation by A act on the polynomials Pn. If



for simplicity one considers an even potential V, the Pn are even or odd with the same
parity than n. Let us write

n-H a n —1

m=0 m=0

The orthogonality relations

/ d/i • APmPn = inmSm = bmnSn (4.10)

imply that
5

*n,n+i = !i &n,n-i = bn = — —, 6n>m = 0 otherwise (4.11)
Jfi-i

On the other hand, we have
4

= anmSm + amnSn - N[V'(B)}nmSm (4il2)

where B is the operator with matrix elements bnm. Since obviously an,n-i = w, we get
the recurrence equation for the bn

n-l (4-13)

which allows to compute recursively all the b'ns, and the S'ns, starting from 61 =
For instance, for the potential

(4.13) gives

ff£ = 6B (1 - (6B_! + 6n + 6B+1)) (4.15)

In terms of bn the vacuum energy is

N-l
F = -]nZ = -In (MS?) - ̂  (N - n)ln6n (4.16)

n=l

The large JV limit is obtained by assuming that bn becomes a smooth function of
the continuous parameter x = n/N

bn~b(x), * = £, N— »oo (4.17)

Then one recovers easily the planar limit, since (4.15-16) become

/•i
gx = W(b) = b - 362; F = -N* I dx(l - x)ln6(*) (4.18)

./o



The critical point occurs when W(b) = 0, for 6 = b(x = 1). The solution of the
equation

W(bc)=gc, W(be) = 0 (4.19)

allows to recover the critical point

f. - 5. fc - ; «-a»

The double scaling limit (4.2) is obtained \>y the following ansatz [Brez 90, Doug
90a, Gross 90]. Let us consider that g is close to gc and that n is close to N and let us
rescale

z==N*/*(*L2±]t « = tf*/» (i - Jl) (4.21)
V 9c J \ N/

We now look at the limit N —» oo, Z fixed (scaling limit) and x fixed. The solution' of
(4.15) scales as

bn = bc [l - J\r2/5«(z,z) + O (tf-3/5)] (4.22)

and (4.15) becomes (because of the criticality conditions (4.19)), at leading JV~4/5 order

«2- = *+* (4-23>
The free energy (4.16) he , a divergent part which diverges as JV2 + N as N —> oo.

However, its unite part is given by

f°°
F(z) = /P <te x u(x, z) (4.24)

Jo

and thus the string susceptibility is given by

/GO = ë = «(o. *) (4-25)

From (4.23) u is only a function of x + z and therefore the string susceptibility
obeys the Painlevé I equation.

2

This equation has remarkable properties that I shall discuss in sect 5. However,
in deriving (4.26) we have forgotten the initial condition l>\ , for the recurrence relation
(4.15), and in solving (4.23) we must know the behaviour of u(x) as or — > oo (which
corresponds to n — > 0). From (4.21), the planar limit N — > oo corresponds to : — > oo.
Since F ~ ./V2 and since for N — > oo, F diverges at ge as — (0C — g)5'2 , we require
that :

f ( z ) ~ +V* as z — > +00 (4.27)



This boundary condition fixes uniquely the large z asymptotic expansion of /

(4.28)
k=l

Thus the susceptibility is determined to all order in the topological expansion by
(4.26). The relation between z and the scaling parameter XR defined for continuum
gravity by (2.46) is simply

z-5/2 (4.29)

However the asymptotic series (4.28) is not sufficient to fix uniquely a solution of
(4.26). Indeed, if one assumes that f(z) and /(z) + e(z) are two solutions satisfying
(4.27), for z large one can linearize the equation for e

(4,30)

which implies that for large z

There is in fact an infinite family of real solutions of (4.26- 27), which differ by
"non pert ur bâti ve terms" of order (4.31), invisible in the topological expansion. Does
this means that there are many physically inequivalent solutions of 2-d gravity or does
one need additional physical requirements to fix these nonperturbative ambiguities ?
This will be discussed in the last lecture.

Where does the Painlevé I equation come from ? What are the properties of the
double scaling limit for the multicritical points of Kazakov [Kaza 89] (m > 2), and for
multimatrix models ? The general formalism to deal with these questions has been
put forward by Douglas [Doug 90]; it allows to relate the string equation to the KdV
hierarchy.

Let us come back to the case of a general even potential V(<f>) of degré (2m). Instead
of the polynomials Pn we shall consider the orthogonal functions

(4.32)

which generates an abstract Hilbert space with inner product

< *„ | 7Tm >= / dA7Tn(A)7Tm(A) = 6nm (4.33)

The operators P and Q acting on this Hilbert space and defined by [Chad SI]

Q] 7rn — » A;rn = Qnmirm (4.34)



and

satisfy obviously

PI Vn - » ^""n = Pnm^m (4.35)
CM

o — ol P — — pl \p m\ — i (à *îfiiT? — ** 1 * — ' 1 l î VJ —" ^^.OU^

It is also easy to see that their matrix elements are such that

Qnm = 0 if |n - m| > 1 (4.37)

Pnm = 0 if |n - m| > 2m - 1 (4.38)

For the case m = 2 considered above, in the scaling limit -^ becomes a continuous
variable x and (4.37) implies that Qnm and Pnm become the kernels of some differential
operator of degree at most 2 and 3 respectively. In fact, their explicit form is :

Q = d2 - u(x) (4.39)

P = 4d3-3[ud + du] (4.40)

with d = -j^. Indeed, assuming that Q is of the form (4.39), [P, Q] = 1 implies that (up
to a normalization) P is of the form (4.40) and in addition one finds :

l (4.41)

which implies the string equation (4.23)

"
(4.42)

u"

This is a general feature. For general m by fine tuning the potential V one can
reach a multicritical point of order m, where a scaling limit can be constructed such
that P becomes a differential operator of order 2m — 1. Because of (4.37) Q stays of the
form (4.39). Then the canonical commutation relations

[P,Q] = 1 d°P = 2m-l d°Q = 2 (4.43)

fix uniquely the form of P, up to a finite number of coefficients, wliich are the relevant
scaling fields at the critical point, and which depend explicitely of the potential V in
the matrix model. Indeed, if one consider the differential operator [Gelf 75]

P = [g]*-"2 (4.44)



where Q*"1/2 is the pseudo-difterential operator.

Qk-i/2 = #k-i +(k_ 1/2) {u,</2*-3} + ... + {Rk[uld-1 } + ... (4.45)

d~l being the inverse of rf, which satisfies

-1 (4.46)
>=o

and [ ] 4. means that one keeps in (4.45) only the terms which contain positive (or zero)

powers of it. Since [Q*"1/2,^ = 0 one obtains easily that:

'k[u\ (4.47)

where I2fc[«] is a polynomial in u and its derivatives, defined by the recursion relation

Rolu] = 1/2, R'm+1[u] = jC'M - «JCM ~ u'Rm(u\ (4.48)

The first examples are :

(/i)

The final result is that the most general solution of the canonical commutation

relations with Q given by (4.39) is

(4-50)
o

with « in (4.39) satisfying the equation

* (4.51)

The coefficients tk are the scaling fields of the theory. For instance for m = 2, choosing

to — — 4z, ti = 0, /2 = f§» we recover (4.42). (4.51) is usually called the string equa-

tion [Doug 90b, Bank 90]. It allows to compute correlation functions for all microscopic

operators Ojt which are conjugate to the fields tk. Indeed, since (4.25) is still valid, with



the cosmological constant z interpreted as the source term t0, we can interpret u(x — 0)
as a 2-points correlation function

u(x = 0) =< P.P >c P = 0o (4.52)

where P is called the puncture operator. Therefore connected correlators of operators
can be computed by

f\ O

< PPOkl ..... OkM >= — ..... -— «(x =0) (4.53)

A remarkable feature of the string equation (4.51) is that it is obtained by extrem-
izing the action [Gins 90]

. ' = / dz xu
L k

(4.54)

All those properties are in fact deeply connected to the underlying structure of
commuting KdV flows, defined as

1=0

The string equation (4.51) allows to define "massive" continuum theories interpo-
lating between critical points {tm = 1, <jt<m = 0} .

As we have seen m = 2 corresponds to pure gravity. Similarily it can be checked
explicitely that for m > 2, the string equation corresponds to the scaling limit of the
multicritical points for the one matrix model.

In fact a similar mathematical structure describes the critical points associated to
chain of matrices. The corresponding partition fonction writes :

/ 11 I Z—i a a> Z-~i a \
J Q=l l> a a=l )

The integration over the O(N) angular variables is still possible [Meht 81], and
gives

/-I N

o=li=l

exp< -

(4.57)
H-D '

n.i

The method of orthogonal polynomials can still be used. However, in the continuum
limit, the operator Q = A*1* and P = jjfa are in general differential operators of degree



g > 2 and p > 3 but still obey the commutation relation [P, Q] — 1 which allows to
write string equations and actions which generalize (4.51) and (4.54). For instance, the
2-matrix model (q = 3) allows to describe the Ising model coupled to gravity in term
of operators of degree (p = 4,q = 3) [Bréz 90b, Crnk 90, Gross 90b]. Similarly, the
tricritical Ising model coupled to gravity corresponds to (p = 5, q = 4) [Kreu 90, Kuni
90]. In fact, all the minimal (p, q) models can be obtained in that way [DiFr 90].

However it is still a challenge to solve, even in the planar limit, more general models

like the three states Potts model!



V. - NON PERTURBATIVE EFFECTS IN PURE GRAVITY

In this last section we shall discuss more thoroughly the case of pure gravity (m =

2). The main purpose is to try to understand the non perturbative effects in 2-d gravity.

a) Macroscopic loops and loop equations of motion

As we have seen, the string equation for m = 2 writes :

t0 = x (5.1)
3

to = —z is the source term for the puncture operator P, z is the renormalized cosmo-
logical constant. Since

*-' <">
ti is the source term associated to the identity operator 1 and can be forgotten. Thus

P is the only local (microscopic) operator of the theory as it should be.

As we have seen in sect. 3, there are however non local physical observables, which

are the loop amplitudes given by (3.9). In the scaling limit any operator Tr (<f>K) , K

fixed, becomes proportional to the puncture P operator, but one expects that if one

defines the renormalized length of the loop (in the same unit than z"1/2) as

/ = K.N-1/5 (5.3)

in the scaling limit N — »• oo, z and / fixed, the loop operator has a continuum limit,
the renormalized operator for a loop of length I. In fact, it is better to consider in the

matrix model the operator W(L)

W(L] = Tr (e1*} (5.4)

and its Laplace transform

( 1 \ f°°
p—j)=Jo aLe-pLW(L) (5.5)

The v.e.v of a product of W is given by

(5.6)

However, with the notations of sect. 4, if one considers the orthonormal functions

7rn (4.32) as one particle states in the Hilbert space W, and the Van der Monde de-
terminant A(A) as a Slater determinant, then one can formulate (5.6) in term of a. N

fermions system [Bank 90], Defining the fermion field

00

--£a-*"(A) (5-7)
n=0



V

(an are annihilation operators) and \F > as the filled Fermi sea for N fermions, (5.6)
can be rewritten as

(Pl) ...W (PK) =< F\^ ^-^ —^\F > (5.8)

where Q is the one body operator (4.35). This implies in particular the explicit expres-
sion for 1 and 2 loops connected functions.

<*<*>> -
N-l oo

n=0 m=J

In the double scaling limit the index n becomes a continuous parameter x, and-the
operator Q becomes a differential operator (4.39). In fact, in this rescaling P must be
rescaled as:

P = ac (l + J\r2/5p) (5.11)

where ac is the end point of the distribution of eigenvalues for N = oo at the critical
point (see sect. 3). The matrix elements in (5.9-10) become the résolvant matrix

elements

(P=Q) ~<x\^n\y> (5'12)
\ » / nm * T'

where Q can be considered as minus the Hamiltonian of a particle in the potential u(x)

Ji
(-«(x) (5.13)

In particular (5.9) and (5.10) become, for the renonnalized loop operators w(p) defined
as the Laplace transform of the loop operators m(/),

dy < y \ —l-^ \ y > (PI -Q

(w(Pl)w(p2))c f dyi / dy2 < y, | —^— \ y2 >< y2 \ — — \ yi > (5.15)
Jo 7-oo Pi -Q Pz-y

where the potential u(x, z) in (5.13) is a solution of the string equation (4.42-5.1).
In the original matrix model the v.e.v of loop operators satisfy loop equations

of motion, which are nothing but the Scliwinger- Dyson equations for the 0-dîmensional
matrix field theory. They can be written simply by considering the generating functional
for connected correlation functions of the W(L) operators (5.4), F[ J(L)]. It satisfies for

?<~



S:

the Hermitian one matrix model with potential V(</>), the loop equation [Wadi 81, Migd
83]

/ d \ ar fL r
\dl) 8J(L)~ J0

 l[SJ(Ll )6J(L-Ll)

_ (5.16)

which has a nice geometrical interpretation in term of splitting and fusing of loops
conserving the "length" L.

For one loop this equation gives simply :

V (J^ (W(L}} = jf dL, (W(L^W(L - L,)) (5.17)

and one can check that for the Laplace transform T^(P), and after taking the double
scaling limit, it becomes of the form [Davi 90]

ap3 -bpz + (P) = (w(p)f + (w(p}w(p))c (5.18)

where a and b are some positive numerical factors and < P >= ̂  is nothing but the
v.e.v of the puncture operator.

Similar equations for v.e.v of an arbitrary number of loops operators allow to com-
pute order by order in the topological expansion these correlation functions, but, (as
usual for Schwinger-Dyson equations), they do not form a closed system, except in the
planar limit. Therefore we expect, and this can be checked at first orders, that to all
orders in the topological expansion, the loop equations give the same results than the
explicit representations (5.14-15) for the correlation functions.

The interest of the loop-equations (if any) is not computational. The "string equa-
tions" are much more convenient to compute observable in the scaling limit, to all orders
in the topological expansion. However we have seen that many solutions of these string
equations exist, which differ by non perturbative terms invisible in the topological ex-

pansion. The hope is that the loop equations, being the equations of motion of the
theory, should be valid beyond perturbation theory and therefore should allow to fix
the solutions of the string equations which are physically acceptable. This requires a
closer look at the properties of the string equation (4.42) for pure gravity.

b) Properties of the Painlevé I equation

For pure gravity the string susceptibility

d2F
M = - = «(* = 0. *) = «(* = *. °) (



obeys the Painlevé I equation

with the boundary condition

2 u"„«__-,

u(x) ~ \/x x —> oo

(5.20)

(5.21)

The equation (5.20) has the "Painlevé property". Any solution has only poles
as "movable singularities", i.e. as singularities depending on the boundary conditions.
Since we are looking for a real susceptibility /, let us first discuss real solutions of (5.20).

. Real solutions :

In fact any real solution satisfying (5.21) has necessarily an infinite series of double
poles on the real axis, which accumulate at x = —oo. The general form of a real solution
is depicted on fig (5)

FIGURE 5

At each double pole, the first terms of the Laurent expansion of u are fixed by
(5.20).

9 / ~\
(5.22)

(x-

which implies in particular that the partition function

(5.23)

has a double zero at each pole of u, and can be written as the square of an entire function
of x (called the r function associated to equation (5.20)). The position of the largest
pole TO is in principle sufficient, with (5.21), to fix the solution of (5.20). Two solutions



which differ by the position of the first pole differ, as x — > oo, by exponentially small
terms.

The existence of an infinite series of poles on the real axis makes difficult to define
the "Hamiltonian" H = —Q (5.13). However, the divergence of u at each pole is strong
enough to prevent tunelling between the different sectors between poles, since one can
check that eigenfunctions of the Hamiltonian H either diverges at ZQ (which is absurd)
or vanish as (x — XQ) .

A somewhat natural choice, proposed in [Doug 90a, Gross 90a, Bank 90], would be
to define the Hamiltonian H only in the sector [XQ,+OO[, and therefore to define the
v.e.v of loop operators by using the resolvent (a; \(p + H)~l \ y) which vanishes at x = XQ

or y = j/o- However, with this choice, none of the real solutions give loop amplitudes
which satisfy the loop equations (5.18) [Davi 90]. Indeed, if H is defined in the interval
[XG, +oo[ where the potential u is finite, then it has a discrete spectrum,

ffy,(A) = E,^,-(A); E0<Ei<E2< ... (5.24)

and the resolvent has single poles for p = —E^. Then it is easy, using (5.14) and (5.15),
to see that the r.h.s. of the loop equation (5.18) has a double pole at p = — EQ (for
instance), with residue

(5-25)
(p + £JQ) Jo

exponentially small in z, since one can check that :

/ dy |tfo(y)|2 ~ exp (-est z4/5) (5.26)

(5.25) is obviously incompatible with the l.h.s of (5.18), which is a polynomial in p. This
feature is in fact general. If H has a discrete spectrum, the equations of motion are
necessarily violated ! The only way to avoid this situation is to have a potential u with
no poles, and a smooth enough behaviour at infinity in order for H to have a continuous
spectrum. This is not possible for any real solution of (5.20). As we shall see, we can
fullfill this condition in a unique way, if we forget about the requirement of reality for
the susceptibility !

. Complex solutions :

It is in fact natural to consider the Painlevé I equation in the whole complex plane
[Hille]. In particular, if u(x) is a solution of (5.20), by a rotation by 27T/5,

(5.27)

is also a solution. The behaviour of u(x) at large x can be studied by the change of
variables

A' = ^*5'4, V(X) = x-1/2u(i) (5.2S)
5



which maps sectors of angles ^ into quadrants of angle ^ in the X complex plane.
(5.20) becomes

thus for \X | — »• co, V(X ) must be asymptotic to an elliptic function which satisfies :

W2 - \W" = 1 (5.30 )
&

There are three classes of solutions to (5.30) [Hille]

(a) Generic solution (Weierstrass "P function) have double poles on an infinite lattice
in the X complex plane.
(b) When one of the periods vanishes, there are solutions with only a string of poles,
with period w purely real or purely imaginary.
(c) Finally there is the pole free trivial solution W2 = 1. ,'

The french mathematician E. Boutroux showed that 3 families of solutions of (5.20)
corresponds to these classes [Hille]:

(a) Generically a solution of (5.20) has an infinite set of poles in the x complex plane.
Asymptotically as x — >• oo this set becomes the image of the net of poles of some W
by the mapping (5.28).

(b) There is a family of "truncated solutions" which have at infinity no poles in two
sectors over five (for instance — ̂ p < Arg x < 2f-), but an infinite number of poles in
the remaining sector of angle ^. The real solutions considered before belong to that
family.

(c) Finally there exists a unique "triply truncated solution" which has asymptotically
a net of poles in only one sector over five. By rotations (5.27), it corresponds to two
(complex conjugate) solutions of (5.20), «±, which satisfy

u±(x) ~ \fx x — > +00, tz±(x) ~ ±i'vjx| x — > -co (5.31)

and which have asymptotically an infinite set of poles respectively in the sectors

< TArg(x) < (5.32)

The corresponding Hamiltonian H±, although not Hermitian, are well defined in
] — oo, +co[, as for the resolvent (p + -H±)~ • A. reasonable conjecture is the following:
[Davi 90]

The loop amplitudes constructed from these resolvents are the only one which
satisfy the continuum loop equations of 2-d gravity.

Finally, it seems that the m = 3 theory (and in fact all critical theories for m odd)
do not suffer from that defect. Indeed, the string equation for the tricritical theory is :

J?3[u] = x (5.33)



with RS given by (4.49). In [Bréz 90c], a real solution with no poles on the real axis
was found numerically. It behaves as x1/3 for x —> ±00 and therefore /f, although

Hermitian, has a continuous spectrum- However, the fact that «the continuum theory
(Lee-Yang + gravity) is not unitary reflects itself into the fact the loop amplitudes grow
for large I ((w(l)) ~ exp (I7/5)) , instead of decreasing exponentiallly.

Those questions are presently under intensive investigations.
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